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LITERALLY!

I AM!


The subconscious takes everything literally.

So if we use words in relation ourselves like sick.


-Man that’s a sick beat you made!


No it isn’t. It’s a beautiful and artistic beat.

If anything it’s good.


-I din’t mean it like that. You ain’t get it!


Get what?


The most important action to take besides breathing which actually happens 
automatic is to consume water. But when we consume alcohol we call that 

drinking?


Do you drink?


Yes. Of course or else I will get dehydrated and die.


Aw shiit! You so fat.


What?


I understand slang. I understand it.


But the subconscious does not.


You have NO CONTROL there. LITERALLY.


I AM. Is the most powerful thing you can say.


Because of what follows is 100% accepted by the subconscious.


I AM SICK is THE number one worst thing you can say to yourself or anybody else.


They might have a sick behavior.

You might behave in a sick manor.




But that is not who you are.


This is also the only way to become healthy. You have to become objective and not 
identified with the now manifested destructive conviction.


What you need is a new conviction.


That will demand a strong mind that doesn’t give up and keeps on doing whatever 
it takes to convince itself that ALL IS WELL.


When all is well we come from a new foundation where things can only get better.


When all is well. All is well.


We keep ourselves above the surface.


At heart level.


From the heart up is where creation exists.


Below the heart is where destruction exists.


Not only vibrationally speaking. But also what becomes manifested.


Naturally.


Speak in clarity and conviction regarding what you want to impress the 
subconscious with. And that will by impressed upon it.


After a certain period of time things will come to fruition.


That is a fact.


Question is if you manage to keep a steady stream of what you want?

 

Because if you impress a wavy state going from one thing to another.


You will receive that.


And things will seem chaotic.


If you can manage to keep a steady stream with absolute conviction it will happen.

If you’ve become that which you wish to be then you’re by implication ready.


If you are ready?

Then you’ve stopped doubting and gotten ready.


To receive.




Things fall apart.


When a bow and arrow work together the arrow must arched back fully in order to 
be released with maximum energy. This is your life in a multitude of expressions.


Things will go backwards and you will encounter all sorts of events reminiscent of 
previous years. Moving, getting jobs, meeting old friends, old habits returning, 

feeling like a younger age, indulging in past time activities.


All is just a big exhale from God.


God doesn’t keep any air in the universal breath of life’s lungs.


It’s a full exhale until nothing is left!


The manifestation of that will be the perception of losing absolutely everything!


But this is good.


Because all was given under a false conviction and taken by control.

By your minds trying to create a dream life out of a guess.


God has your dream life!


God knows exactly what you like! Even better than you!


Because you are an identity (conscious), God is not (subconscious)


And therefor has a way better connectivity and understanding that isn’t superficial 
and ego based. It has everything magical and wonderful and spectacular you 

could not in a million years dream of.. But. WITH A PURPOSE!


AAAAAWWW!!!!


GOD!!


Thank you!!! That’s exactly what was missing in all my failed attempts!


Wow I am so grateful!


I never knew they could co-exist??? :D:D:D:D:D


God be like:

Co-Create.. Harmony. Balance? Hello?  :D


XOXO - All I ask from you is a Will to make things better.

How great that Will is, Will be reflected in your life.


That I already know! Ha! That’s why you go thru things!


